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What is
ecosmart
Fire?

ultimate Design FleXiBilitY

an ecosmart fire is a bespoke piece of industrially 
designed fire furniture that exudes warmth, burns cleanly, 
and defines a space without dominating it. From luxury 
resorts to commercial showrooms and residential 
settings, EcoSmart is embraced by the world’s leading 
architects, designers, developers, landscapers – and 
style savvy homeowners.  

fuelled By  
e-nrG 

Bioethanol

No gaS, 
No FluE, No 
electricity

indoor &  
outdoor  
models

Burns clean  
no soot

no smoke 
no ash

Quick & easy 
installation

over 90% 
efficiency
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WhY
choose
ecosmart
Fire?

Independently certified safety features; endorsed by 
design, construction and landscape professionals; free 
from utility or flue restrictions; loved by homeowners; 
kind to the environment – there are countless reasons 
why choosing an EcoSmart Fire is the smartest 
fireplace option. architecturally designed to enhance 
contemporary living and commercially spaces, EcoSmart 
Fire adds warmth and ambiance with a clean-burning, 
flickering flame that is free from soot, smoke or ash. Now 
that’s what we call EcoSmart.

ultimate Fire Design Flexibility
With the uniquely versatile EcoSmart Fire, you have the building 
block to help bring your design to life. 
Because bioethanol is clean burning, EcoSmart Fire models do not 
need a chimney or a flue, or a utility connection – offering the ultimate 
in fire design simplicity and flexibility.

eco-friendly
EcoSmart Fire uses the cleanest, 
most efficient fuel source on the 
market: bioethanol. Bioethanol is an 
eco-friendly fuel that burns clean 
and has a minimal carbon footprint. 
The fact that no flue or chimney is 
needed means most of the heat 
generated by an ecosmart fire 
remains in the room. 

e-nrg.com

committed to safety
Researched and developed by our 
in-house design team, tested by 
independent facilities, and fabricated 
according to our own exacting standards 
– the EcoSmart Fire is an expression of 
our commitment to creating the best. 
The combination of rigorous testing, 
independent certification and leading 
safety features is why the EcoSmart Fire 
gives you priceless peace of mind. 

Personalised support
our team works closely with professionals 
such as architects, designers, landscapers, 
builders, developers and, of course 
homeowners to ensure the most appropriate 
EcoSmart Fire models are selected for each 
individual project. 

recognised World Wide
It’s one thing for us to believe in our own product but quite another when the 
world’s leading architects, designers and landscapers embrace it. 

ecosmart Fire doesn’t just add to a space, it defines it. When quality, style, reliability 
and safety are paramount, EcoSmart Fire is the fireplace of choice for connoisseurs of 
style and substance.

Review our extensive gallery of installations on our website ecosmartfire.com
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Built-in
elegantly designed and robustly constructed, ecosmart’s 
bespoke built-in fireplaces add a dramatic showpiece to 
residential and commercial premises. 

offering optimum heat output, flame 
enhancement and safety, their high quality, 
stainless steel and toughened glass 
construction complements a wide range of 
building materials and finishes.

free from traditional installation restrictions 
such as plumbing, roof work, and gas or 
electricity connections, they provide unlimited 
design options for builders, architects, interior 
designers and homeowners. 

Whether you’re creating a custom fireplace feature, renovating an existing
hearth, or looking for an out-of-the-box system, we have a stylish
solution to suit your needs. The EcoSmart Fire collection of bioethanol
fireplaces is incredibly versatile and gives you absolute installation flexibility to
create exactly what you want, without any hassles or restrictions.

From hand crafted freestanding pieces of fire furniture, to built-in custom
designs for bespoke settings - EcoSmart Fire offers a complete collection
of versatile and award-winning fireplace solutions that make having an open
flame incredibly easy, whatever the setting, at the same time as being good
for the environment.

We have
Your
Fire 
Design
solution

FreestanDing
Freedom, flexibility and eco-friendly 
functionality – ecosmart’s freestanding 
bioethanol fireplaces add warmth, style 
and ambiance to indoor living and outdoor 
entertaining spaces.

Cleverly refashioning the traditional fireplace 
concept into a piece of flexible fire furniture 
means that you can now enjoy the simple 
pleasures of an open fire whenever and 
wherever you want it. 

From classic designs to see-through 
centrepieces, this collection of freestanding 
fireplaces is defined by its streamlined 
construction, sophisticated ignition system 
and sustainable fuel source. Boasting 
minimalist chic and maximum functionality, 
EcoSmart’s fire solutions create an 
architectural focal point even when they are 
not in use.
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Bioethanol Burners 
The core of all of our fireplaces, offering the 
ultimate in design and installation flexibility.

The residential and commercial creative design 
possibilities are endless when you use a flue-
less, vent-free ethanol burner.

centrepieces
Freestanding pieces of fire furniture that bring versatility to indoor 
and outdoor living - and create an instant talking point.  available in 
a variety of shapes and sizes, they blend seamlessly as a decorative 
accent or a functional piece of fire furniture.

Fireplace inserts
Elegantly designed and robustly constructed, our fireplace inserts are available in a 
range of styles and finishes. Choose from our Premium Single Sided or Double Sided 
Fireplaces, our Curved Fireplaces or six versatile styles in our Flex Fireplace Series.

our fireplaces do not require any flashing, roof work or plumbing, which significantly 
reduces installation costs and time. Installed with ease, these fireplaces can be 
integrated within cabinetry or a fireplace setting, EcoSmart fireplaces offer the 
perfect blend of functionality and design aesthetics.

grate inserts
Transform traditional wood hearths 
into contemporary, eco-friendly 
ethanol fires - without the fuss.

Wall Features
Enrich the contemporary aesthetics of today’s residential 
and commercial environments with a relocatable piece 
of fire furniture.  With no installation or building works 
required, simply unpack, put the fireplace into position, and 
off you go.

our clean and simple fireplace screens, fixing 
systems, top trays, fireplace covers and 
accessories have been designed to improve 
the safety of operating an open fireplace 
without compromising the view to the flame.

Built-in FreestanDing

accessories
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Bioethanol
Burners

Built-in
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rising glen, usa 
model: Xl900

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Midorinokaze Resort Kitayuzawa, Japan 
model: Xl900  

The Noguchi Collection Relaxation library at the 
Midorinokaze Resort features ultra-comfortable 
sofas arranged to put your mind and body at ease 
and while EcoSmart’s mesmerising, flickering 
flame creates an enticing atmosphere.

Xl series Burners   |  11
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AKA Hotel, New York USA 
model: Xl700
The intimate a.lounge artfully complements 
the traditional warmth of New York’s aKa 
Sutton Place with a relaxing yet of-the-moment 
ambiance. Numerous cozy seating areas, a 
spectacular marble bar and open fireplace created 
with an Xl Burner completes the stylish scene.

“ The fireplace is the center element 
of the lounge, creating a focal 
point that divides the seating 
groups. It’s the feature that can be 
seen from all areas of the space 
and enhances the warmth of the 
walnut panelled room.”

 MEaghaN WREN,  
meyer davis studio

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

Xl series Burners   |  13
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Churchlands Residence, Perth Australia 
model: Xl900 

at the centre of this custom built home is a 
fire design that inspires and encourages family 
gathering without a TV in sight.

Floreat Residence, Perth Australia 
model: Xl900 x 2  
Pairing multiple burners creates an elongated flame 
that provides a visual counterbalance to particularly 
large spaces and rooms with high ceilings.
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Private Residence, Japan
model: Xl900 x 3 

This fireplace showpiece featuring three EcoSmart 
Xl900 Burners positioned side-by-side creates a 
captivating living room entrance. Stacked stone 
surrounds are softened by the smoke- and soot-
free flickering flame, which is fuelled by eco-friendly 
e-NRg bioethanol.   

Xl series Burners   |  1716   |  
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Junction Moama, Victoria Australia 
model: Xl500 x 3 

hospitality creates an ideal environment for guests, 
and accounts for how the food, drink and aesthetics 
shape mood. In this case, EcoSmart’s atmospheric 
fire feature further enhances the restaurant’s 
reputation as a “gathering place that celebrates the 
region’s finest.”

“ The fire needed to offer 
both visual and physical 
comfort so patrons can sit 
around the fire pit with a 
glass of wine. The fire works 
well with the pit design and 
natural stone pebbles to 
create a gathering space.”

 VICToR ChEuNg,  
architect

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

Xl series Burners   |  19
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“ We also look at longevity 
and durability of the 
product. I started looking 
at all the specifications for 
EcoSmart and that formed 
the basis and we built 
around it.”    JEFFREY STRNaD,  
Beach house desiGn  
aND DEVEloPMENT

hillside residence, Beverly hills usa 
model: Xl900 x 3 

Beach house Design and Development was 
engaged to construct a combination fireplace and 
aV cabinet within a space made up of 12” poured-in-
place concrete walls and a rooftop pool above – with 
absolutely no way to vent the fireplace. 
enter ecosmart fire.

Private Residence, Japan 
model: Xl900  

Drawing the gaze towards traditional Japanese seiza-
style furniture placement is EcoSmart’s low-slung 
fire feature, which showcases a rectangular Xl900 
Burner that’s ideal for showroom settings. Its flue-less 
construction provides endless installation freedom for 
merchandising professionals and trade show designers.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

Xl series Burners   |  21
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rising glen, usa
model: Xl900 x 2

For acclaimed los angeles architect Michael Parks, 
the vision behind ‘Rising glen’ – a striking home in 
the hollywood hills – was to create a warm, liveable, 
inviting paragon of modern architecture.

Xl series Burners   |  2322   |  
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toca madera, usa 
model: Xs340 x 2 

located in a los angeles restaurant “conceived 
around a communal dining philosophy”, 
EcoSmart’s twin bioethanol burners create a 
captivating see-through effect between eating and 
entertainment spaces. Enhancing hollywood’s 
latest hotspot is a series of flickering flames that 
work well with the earthy colour tones. 

Xl series Burners   |  25
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st regis hotel, istanbul turkey
model: Xl500 x 2
opposite Page: Xl900 x 3

Istanbul’s modernist art Deco-influenced St. Regis 
uses EcoSmart’s stunning fire feature in its Petit “o” 
Bar (above), which offers a formal setup during the day 
before transforming into a relaxed lounge area when 
the sun goes down.

located next door is the hotel lobby (right), which 
greets guests with a wall of flickering flame courtesy of 
three Xl900 Burners. EcoSmart’s longest linear burner 
creates a stunning horizontal piece of architecture 
when grouped for maximum effect.   
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“ The burners 
take the piece 
from ordinary to 
extraordinary.”   
roSIE BlaY,  
liQuid desiGn

Fujiya mansions, hong Kong 
model: Xl900 x 2 

You know you’ve ‘arrived’ when you walk into a home 
and see this masterpiece. Captivating from both 
sides, EcoSmart’s hero of the room also houses an 
entertainment system behind its beautiful folding doors.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

28   |  
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Restaurant La Cave, Japan 
model: Xs340 x 2 

transforming a simple table top into a dynamic 
design feature is seamless with EcoSmart’s 
discreet bioethanol burner, which has been 
cleverly incorporated into a non-combustible 
platform. The 2.5l ethanol burner delivers a 
beautifully long-lasting flame - perfect for busy 
bars and restaurants.

Xl series Burners   |  3130   |  
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Keio Plaza Hotel, Japan 
model: Xl900

located in Shinjuku, in the very heart of the Tokyo 
metropolis, this Japanese hotel is known for its 
architectural design, streamlined facilities and world-
class style – the same qualities that can be found in 
EcoSmart’s Xl900 fire feature.

Hippo Creek African Grill, Perth Australia 
model: Xs340 x 3 

Cleverly tailored EcoSmart Burners are helping 
set the scene for a vibrant new african grill 
themed restaurant in Perth.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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rising glen, usa 
model: Xl900

a functional room divider becomes a stunning design 
feature with a peninsular fireplace that helps define the 
space without dominating it. glass screens protect the 
flame from breezes without obstructing the view while 
the smoke-free flame ensures the white walls and chic 
furnishings remain unsullied.  

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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“ Nothing looks or performs as 
well as EcoSmart. Having a 
flue-less fireplace also meant 
a huge amount of savings 
on space and construction 
expense. We could place the 
fireplace in an area that would 
have been impossible to have 
a fireplace in if we were to use 
traditional fireplaces that need 
to be vented.”

 MaRCo DIMaCCIo, PRINCIPlE DESIgNER  
aT PuNChouSE DESIgN gRouP

Private residence, santa monica, california usa
model: Xl900 x 2 

The presenter of uS documentary show ‘our 
america’ had clear views in the design of her new 
home – and it has now become the first-ever energy 
neutral residence in Santa Monica, California. 

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

Xl series Burners   |  37
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The Brindabella, Perth Australia 
model: Xl900 

This stunning double-sided fire feature is 
testament to what can be achieved when an 
ingenious design satisfies both the functional 
and aesthetic demands of a brief.

Xl series Burners   |  39
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The Brindabella, Perth Australia
model: Xl900 

This outdoor entertaining area designed by Webb & 
Brown-Neaves is indicative of their commitment to 
building every home as if it were their own. 

Private client, Brisbane australia
model: Xl900 

an expansive, exposed terrace of a Brisbane high-
rise apartment has been transformed into a stunning, 
cosy environment with different alfresco living 
‘zones’ complete with an open fire. 
Photo: Kylie hood Photography

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Paramount Hotel, New York USA
model: Xl900 x 3 

The lobby centrepiece in New York’s Paramount 
hotel, which is located in the theatre district, could be 
described as “dramatic” courtesy of three EcoSmart 
Xl Burners and polished steel sheets. 
Photo: Michel arnaud

“ It really is the 
ideal choice when 
incorporating fire into 
a space that needs to 
be ventless.” 

 Meaghan Wren, 
 Meyer Davis

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

Xl series Burners   |  43
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“ I put forward the idea 
of the EcoSmart Fire to 
bring more warmth and 
character into the room. 
I believe fire is engaging 
and inviting”

 Lee harDcastLe,  
 enigMa interiOrs

Stilhof Design Centre, Germany 
model: Xl900 x 3 

Designer fireplaces incorporating EcoSmart Fire 
are a key component of the innovative Stilhof 
Showroom in Munich, which has become an 
international design hub for modern architecture.
Photo: g. hammerbacher

enigma interiors, australia
model: Xl900 

EcoSmart Fire has been cleverly used to create 
some distinctive kitchen designs – and this one in 
Queensland, with its emphasis on quality fittings and 
appliances, is no exception.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

Xl series Burners   |  45
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“ Fire was incorporated as 
a dramatic contrasting 
element to water, as the two 
traditional elements help 
create an aesthetic tension 
and drama at night.” 

  
Jason camenzuli, 
ClP aRChITECTuRE PTY lTD 

Portsea Private Pool Pavilion, australia
model: Xl900  
The elements of fire and water conspire to create 
a spectacular setting for a floating pool pavilion in 
Portsea, Victoria, where an EcoSmart Xl900 Burner 
has been used.
architects: Jason Camenzuli & Peter Collings from 
ClP architecture
Builders: kle Building Group
Joinery: Krueger Shopfitters
Photo: Jason Camenzuli from ClP architecture

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

46   |  
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Private residence, uK
model: Xl700 

EcoSmart Fire’s elongated 
flame creates an instant 
focal – and talking – point 
for living spaces.

Private residence, uK
model: Xl700 

Purpose-designed baffle 
inserts allow homeowners 
to regulate and stabilise the 
flame while simultaneously 
increasing fuel efficiency.

Buildwise, Australia
model: Xl900 

an increasingly popular 
trend - integrated units 
featuring open fire with 
audio visual systems - is 
easy with EcoSmart’s 
zero-clearance, flue-less 
fire solutions.

city skyline
austin texas usa
model: Xl900 x 2 

Two Xl Burners set within 
a sandstone wall perfectly 
complement the spaciousness 
of the seamless indoor/
outdoor living areas in this 
Texan home.
Image: alexander Stross - 
strossarts.com

Read more about 
this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Flemings hotel, Frankfurt germany
model: Xl900 

When interior designer Marén Niehoff from hMg 
MBh & Co. Kg was asked to create a modern, 
stylish and comfortable lobby area for a new 
five-star Fleming’s Deluxe hotel, she knew 
EcoSmart’s Xl900 burner would fit in perfectly.

The Estreal, Japan
model: Xl700 x 4 

a sophisticated take on the traditional fireplace, 
this indoor fire feature utilises four elongated Xl 
Burners to create a captivating conversation pit 
that attracts guests with its flickering flame and 
soothing warmth.   

longitude 131º, australia
model: Xl700 

This luxury resort overlooking uluru in outback 
australia incorporates EcoSmart’s fire features 
in its elevated tents, enabling guests to stay 
warm while soaking up the celestial serenity.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Private residence, california usa
model: Xl700 x 2 

San Diego custom furniture designer Jamie huffman 
has long embraced the element of fire, often 
incorporating them into his innovative designs. 

“ I use EcoSmart Fire 
burners because 
they’re beautifully and 
thoughtfully designed, 
well-built and clean 
burning, which embodies 
the sustainability values I 
adhere to in my work.”

 JaMie huffMan,
 furniture Designer

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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“ The EcoSmart fires are just 
so versatile in terms of how 
you can use them in a design, 
they look stylish, have a 
compact design, aren’t messy 
and don’t need to be vented. 
I’m looking at including them 
in my next project.”

 

 CRISTINa hoFMaN, 
interior desiGner

[m]eatery, Wollongong australia 
model: Xl500 x 4 
(Featuring: Twin Feet Fixings and  
Custom Fire Screens) 

This installation has stood the test of time. Formerly 
Rocksalt Bar & grill, now [m]eatery, the fire re-design 
was the only element that was retained in the redesign.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Nagoya University of Commerce & Business, Japan 
model: Xl900 x 3

a traditional wood-burning hearth is modernised with an 
EcoSmart fire feature comprised of three linear Xl900 
Burners that create one long impressive flame. 

Xl series Burners   |  5756   |  
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The Lake View Toya Nonokaze Resort, Japan 
model: BK5

EcoSmart provides the essential element of fire – 
or as the Japanese say, 火災 – in this spa resort 
surrounded by water and overlooking Nakajima Island. 
Complementing the serene setting is a quiet, clean-
burning flame that uses eco-friendly e-NRg.

Bk series Burners   |  59
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hurricane’s grill & Bar, sydney australia
models: BK5

“ We loved the simplicity and 
flexibility of the product’s 
design, how the ‘system’ 
worked, and the ease of 
incorporating it into the fit-out 
and fixed joinery items.” 

 
 kevin nG 

BRIaN MEYERSoN aRChITECTS, auSTRalIa

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Wyndham Grand Hotel, London UK
model: BK5

a five-star all-suite hotel in london is setting a 
new benchmark in luxury accommodation - with 
EcoSmart Fire providing distinct focal points.

may Fair Bar, london uK
model: BK5 x 3

Breathing new life into an old fireplace at the 
acclaimed May Fair Bar in london has been easily 
achieved with a series of BK5 EcoSmart Burners.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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The Long Room, Melbourne Australia
model: BK5 x 4

Renowned, opulent Melbourne venue The long Room 
is defined by its signature bar and series of EcoSmart 
Burners set into elongated benches. This results in 
perfect room dividers and talking points.

St James Boutique Hotel, London UK
model: BK5

design possibilities are endless when there’s no 
need for a flue or chimney, and the clean burning fuel 
doesn’t emit smoke, soot or ash.
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Westin hotel, sydney australia
model: BK5

an award-winning five star Sydney hotel has created 
an intimate lounge bar complete with an open fireplace 
that’s providing a touch of ‘home’ for the guests.

“The fire is safe, 
reliable,  
contemporary 
and elegant.”

 
 REBECCa Ng, 

JoSEPh PaNg DESIgN CoNSulTaNTS

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Pepe calderin Design, usa 
model: BK5 x 3

for miami-based architect Pepe Calderin, 
discovering EcoSmart Fire was a defining 
moment, both for him and his high-end clients.
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Private residence, sydney australia
model: BK5

The combination of fire and water makes a dramatic 
entrance statement for an inner city Sydney home.

Private residence, usa
model: BK5

Vintage fireplaces are seeing a resurgence in 
popularity within the design community and lending 
their classic shape to clean burning conversions.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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mandarin oriental hyde Park, uK
model: BK5 x 3

Dive in and enjoy the fitness facilities of this  
5-star luxurious hotel. a haven of wellbeing has 
been created by Denton Corker Marshall and 
features calming fire elements to help nurture 
physical and spiritual harmony.

Bk series Burners   |  7372   |  
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“ The EcoSmart Fire 
 solution has delivered  

the ambience of a real  
open fire without the  
mess or hassle.”

 aNgElIKa luIBlE-gaRBolDI,  
Bau+desiGn

Allianz Arena, Munich Germany
model: BK5 x 3

The allianz arena in Munich is the location 
of an amazing new Cooking lounge - and 
it’s not just the clients’ appliances and 
technology that are making a statement. 

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Private residence, germany
model: BK5 x 2

Two EcoSmart Burners perfectly enhance 
the ambiance of the living area, creating an 
intriguing fire feature that also provides a 
subtle separation between adjoining spaces.
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Chikusenso Mt Zao Onsen Resort & Spa, Japan
model: aB8

Situated underneath an impressive bronze Buddhist 
bell, known as a Bonshō, is EcoSmart’s largest round 
burner, whose dancing flame contrasts beautifully 
with the sold structure suspended above. 

78   |  
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hamton’s haven Development, australia
model: aB3 (Featuring: loft 3 Fire Screen accessory)

Something old, something new - whilst this installation 
looks quite traditional, the flue is purely there for form not 
function. after all, there’s nothing to flue when you use 
clean burning e-NRg bioethanol.

hamton’s haven Development, australia
model: aB3 (Featuring: loft 3 Fire Screen accessory)

aB series Burners   |  81
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Oswald Down South Home, Perth Australia
model: aB8 

Build a traditional firepit with stone or brick and 
you’ve got an instant gathering space.

82   |  
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“ When it came to setting 
a scene and drawing 
people in and making 
them feel comfortable, 
The EcoSmart Fire was 
the one and only choice.” 

 Jason hodGes 
gREENaRT gaRDENS, auSTRalIa

2015 Melbourne International Flower 
& Garden Show, Melbourne Australia
model: aB8  

Winner of the 2015 landscaping Victoria Boutique award, 
‘Pipe Dream’ by alison Douglas Design used an EcoSmart 
outdoor fire feature to create a low maintenance sanctuary for 
small suburban sites. 

2010 Melbourne International Flower 
& Garden Show, Melbourne Australia
model: aB3 (Featuring: loft 3 Fire Screen accessory)

australian tv personality and celebrity gardener Jason 
hodges fondly remembers sitting around an open fire as 
a child. Today Jason loves working with EcoSmart Fire 
to set the scene for many of his landscape designs.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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The Farmer’s Daughter, USA 
model: aB8  

EcoSmart’s circular burner generates a beautiful large-
scale flame at this “fork to farm” restaurant located 
in los angeles, California. The rustic installation 
complements the bucolic décor while providing an 
unobtrusive smoke-free flame for patrons.   

“ It allowed us to use fire within 
close proximity to water. The 
clean, modern shapes created 
flexibility when designing and 
allowed us to incorporate the 
piece within an individual 
garden feature.” 

 michael reed 
FaBRIC TEN, uK

Fabric ten, uK
model: aB8

Where water and fire meet: uK design team Fabric 
Ten showcase a stunning water feature incorporating 
the EcoSmart aB8 Burner.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Commercial Showroom, Sydney Australia
model: vB2

Regardless of whether it’s an Edwardian, Federation, 
art Deco or art Nouveau fireplace, EcoSmart’s VB2 
Burner will seamlessly slot in – instantly transforming an 
environmentally polluting wood-burning design into an 
eco-friendly fire solution.

vB series Burners   |  89
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FirePlace
inserts

Built-in
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scott salisbury homes, australia
model: 1200DB

Photo: Scott Salisbury homes
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albert Park, victoria australia
model: 650ss

The flexibility of a flue-less fireplace is very appealing 
when it comes to designing a space.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Thalassa, Burleigh Heads, Australia
model: 450ss x2

The EcoSmart 450SS Fireplace is ideal for 
customised settings – whether indoor or outdoor – 
with its zero-clearance construction easily integrated 
within bespoke cabinetry. 
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Nagoya Showroom, Japan
model: 450ss

With their flue-less construction and smoke-free 
design, EcoSmart Fireplace Inserts provide exhibition 
spaces and furniture showrooms with the warmth and 
intimacy customers are instantly drawn to.
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Southern Ocean Lodge, Kangaroo Island Australia 
model: 650ss

The ability to integrate the streamlined design of the 
Fireplace 650SS into a contemporary space was the key 
factor in choosing EcoSmart Fire for the award-winning 
Southern ocean lodge.

Private residence, sydney australia
model: 650ss

The vibrancy of colour and flame combine 
perfectly to enhance existing interiors.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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“ We used to work mainly 
with traditional fireplaces, 
but the flexibility of a 
flue-less fireplace is very 
appealing when it comes to 
designing a space.”

 NICholaS MuRRaY,  
nicholas murray architects

Kitcheners, Sydney Australia
model: 650ss

a new way of looking at kitchens. This takes 
capitalising on space to a whole new level.

Celebrity Chef’s Kitchen, Australia
model: 650ss

a stainless steel ecosmart Fireplace cleverly 
incorporated into a Corian island bench in celebrity chef 
guy grossi’s kitchen provides ambiance to both the 
kitchen and adjoining living and dining spaces.

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Nagoya B’s Hotel, Japan
model: 800ss

a hotel with an enviable location in the manufacturing 
hub of Nagoya. This 4-star establishment boasts a 
number of inviting features, including EcoSmart’s 
built-in 800ss fireplace.

Fuorisalone milan 2010, italy
model: 900ss

Savvy furniture designers are using EcoSmart’s indoor 
fire solutions to help create an atmosphere of intimacy 
within the chaotic and often cavernous warehouse 
style exhibition spaces.
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Private Residence, Sydney australia
model: 900ss

Interior designer lynn Malone took advantage of 
EcoSmart’s renowned installation flexibility to create 
an integrated solution with custom cabinetry and open 
fire at its core.
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“ The fire delivers on 
the sexiness without 
the fuss and mess of a 
traditional fireplace.”   
PEggY lEuNg, 
PEggY lEuNg DESIgN

1 Union Square, Manhattan USA
model: 900ss

a private lounge in a centrally located New York 
apartment block is the epitome of style and 
elegance, with EcoSmart’s flue-less, ventless 
fireplace the ideal solution for high-rise installations. 

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Private Residence, Japan
model: 1000ss

Framed by a stunning, stacked stone feature wall, 
this single-sided EcoSmart Fireplace includes a 
purpose-designed baffle insert that allows you to 
stabilise the flame while simultaneously increasing 
fuel efficiency.

vapiano, uK
model: 1200ss (Featuring: Echo Fixing accessory)

EcoSmart’s famous flickering flame creates an inviting 
atmosphere in this world-renowned Vapiano restaurant, 
which is recognised for its delicious wood fired pizzas 
and casual dining style.
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Private residence, Western australia
model: 1200ss

a 1200SS Fireplace has transformed the outdoor entertaining  
areas of one Western australian home, providing warmth,  
flexibility, and an amazing aesthetic.

“ It’s a well-thought-out,  
contemporary heating 
solution.”

 dirk van nellestiJN, 
uRBaN laNDSCaPES, auSTRalIa

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Beachfront Penthouse, Newcastle Australia
model: 1200ss

achieving understated elegance inside this 
beachfront penthouse apartment in Newcastle 
was the prime objective for Coco Republic’s 
interior design team.

W Residences, Hollywood USA
model: 1200ss

The W hotels are known across the world for 
their contemporary architecture and modern 
chic decor, which in this case is enhanced by 
a clean-burning ecosmart fire. 

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Private residence, usa
model: 1200ss

EcoSmart’s zero clearance fireplace designs 
can be placed directly against combustible 
materials like wood, walls or panelling – 
including the television.

Park lane, london uK
model: 1200ss

EcoSmart’s design simplicity and visual 
appeal can suit the most intimate of spaces.
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Private residence, london uK
model: 1200ss

The slick design of a refurbished london 
apartment has been perfectly complemented 
by an ecosmart fireplace.

“ While our decision 
was primarily driven 
by the need for a flue-
less fireplace, the 
environmental aspect 
was definitely a plus.” 
 

seBastian Gianfermi 
PRIVaTE ClIENT, uK

 

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Fuorisalone 2010, italy
model: 1800ss

a series of flames create a dramatic wall of fire 
at an interior design exhibition in Italy.

Chalet Courchevel, France
model: 1700ss

an EcoSmart Fire solution provides warmth and 
atmosphere to guests staying at this luxury ski resort 
in the French alps. 
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Farber Centre, New York USA
model: 1800ss

creating a sense of warmth and comfort within a 
state-of-the-art cancer treatment center in New 
York was a key focus for architect Jeffrey Berman – 
and the inclusion of an EcoSmart Fire provides the 
requisite soothing environment.

“ Our EcoSmart Fire was the only 
source of heating we could use 
during [Superstorm Sandy] to 
ensure patients were able to keep 
warm – and the e-NRG bioethanol 
was delivered to us reliably 
throughout this emergency.” 

 dr leonard farBer 
founder 

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Merkmal Showroom, Japan
model: 650DB

Cleverly designed with versatility and space in 
mind, the Fireplace 650DB features a double 
opening that allows you to see the golden flame 
from two different outlooks.
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Equilibrium Bar, Sydney Australia
model: 650DB

The Equilibrium Bar in Sydney’s World Square 
features cosy, traditionally-inspired lounge 
areas with see-through open fireplaces.

W Residence, Hollywood USA
model: 650DB

Creating a stylish segue between two different living 
spaces, EcoSmart’s 650DB Fireplace has a full glass 
panel on the rear and a partial screen and a front 
Wind Screen Static on the front.
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New York Loft, USA
model: 900DB

New York designer Frank Carfaro has always had 
a passion for beautiful design and craftsmanship. 
When he discovered EcoSmart Fire, he knew his 
creative values were very much aligned.

“ Many companies make 
functional items and many 
companies can conceptualise 
cutting-edge design: marrying 
the two in a way that makes 
sense, however, is rare. 
EcoSmart Fire definitely 
shares that same sensibility.”

 frank carfaro, 
desiron

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Shochu Bar, Berlin germany
model: 900dB

a see-through EcoSmart Fireplace has helped define 
the warmth and ambience - and personality – of one 
of Berlin’s top 10 cocktail venues, Shochu Bar. 

“ The fireplace is an important 
component in the design of the 
bar. It builds the visual focus 
when you approach the room 
and is the centre of attention.”

 aNNE MaRIa JagDFElD, 
desiGner

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Private Residence, Japan
model: 1000DB

offering unprecedented design and installation 
flexibility, this rectangular EcoSmart Fireplace can 
be front or back fitted within custom cabinetry where 
viewing a fire from both sides enhances two adjacent 
environments.

Nozomi Views, Japan
model: 800DB

Providing welcoming warmth for ski resort 
guests, EcoSmart’s double-sided fireplace 
creates an energy efficient heating solution for 
eco-conscious accommodation providers.
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scott salisbury homes, australia
model: 1200DB

a great example of connecting the indoor and 
outdoor spaces. This two-way Fireplace can be seen 
and experienced from the lounge and outdoor areas 
simultaneously. 
Photo: Scott Salisbury homes
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Raw Hair, Sydney Australia
model: 1200DB

opulent, with raw details and industrial design 
features, this new Sydney salon, owned by 
celebrity hair stylist anthony Nader, needed 
a fiery focal point that encapsulated quality, 
contemporary style and a polished, raw finish. 

“ You pay for the quality 
of the product, and 
other brands just can’t 
compare to EcoSmart 
with their design.”

 aNThoNY NaDER, 
 raw hair

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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oral roberts university, usa
model: 1800DB

oral roberts university has created a perfect spot for 
reading a book or gathering with friends on campus.
Photo: © Melissa lukenbaugh

st. Peter’s renaissance vinoy, usa
model: 1200DB

a double-sided fireplace introduces sound separation 
for guests at the same time as creating a window that 
visually connects the spaces.
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Crowne Plaza hotel, Terrigal australia
model: 1800dB

an impressive see-through stone and stainless 
steel fireplace with a trio of EcoSmart Burners 
create a sense of warmth and style in this 
resort hotel on the NSW coast.
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Private Residence, Japan
model: 1100cv
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Max Brenner Head Office, Australia
model: 1100cv

Max Brenner is renown for yummy chocolate and 
feeling good, which is the perfect match for the warm 
welcome guests receive when visiting their new 
corporate headquarters.
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model:  FleX68Pn.BXr
(Featuring: Decorative Steel Logs)

With three transparent sides our Peninsula fireplaces 
provide the perfect solution to heat multiple rooms.
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model: FleX158DB

Flex Double Sided Fireplace’s see-through design 
injects warmth and ambiance in two adjacent rooms.

model: FleX68lc.BXl
(Featuring: Decorative Steel Logs)

Create a striking addition to a feature wall in any 
space, indoor/outdoor/residential or commercial.
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model: FleX86DB.BX1
(Featuring: Decorative Steel Logs)

accessorised with brass metal logs this double sided 
firebox with additional decorative is a classy way of 
connecting two living spaces.

model: FleX68BY.BXl
(Featuring: Decorative Steel Logs)

Bay Fireplaces provide an alluring focal point when 
viewed from multiple vantage points.
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model: fleX158ss.BX2
(Featuring: Decorative Steel Logs)

Decorative side boxes are a unique feature of 
the Flex Series. 
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model: FleX50rc

Make better use of an available corner setting in your 
floorplan with an easy to install Corner Fireplace.

model: FleX50ss

add value to your home with an open fireplace. all of the fuel is housed within 
Flex’s self-contained burner so you don’t have to run a gas line or electric wires 
through your walls. and because e-NRg bioethanol is clean-burning you don’t 
need a flue or a chimney.
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grate
inserts

Built-in
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Commercial Showroom, Japan
model: scope 500
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Private residence, sydney australia
model: scope 700

Converting an old Federation fireplace into a modern, 
eco-friendly fire feature has never been easier thanks 
to EcoSmart’s Scope 700 grate.

Grate inserts   |  157

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Private Residence, Japan
model: scope 700

Sharp, clean lines and seamless integration are the 
hallmarks of modern architecture – and EcoSmart Fire.

Private residence, australia
model: scope 700

EcoSmart’s clean-burning bioethanol fuel ensures 
valuable artworks are free from the damaging effects 
of soot, smoke and ash. 
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“ I wanted to breathe new 
life into the fireplace and 
convert it in a way that 
was eco-friendly.”

 

 PRIVaTE ClIENT

Private residence, sydney australia
model: scope 700

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Amangiri Resort, Utah USA
model: custom grate

EcoSmart’s Custom grate seamlessly installed in 
a bench at the amangiri Resort in utah doesn’t 
detract from the magnificent canyon views.

Blackstump, sydney australia
model: custom grate

a customised grate inserted into a specially 
made plinth creates a distinctive focal point 
in an australian steakhouse restaurant.
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Casa Bianca Cafe, Japan
model: scope 340

EcoSmart’s Scope 340 is a compact grate ideal for 
installations where space is at a premium.
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centre
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Commercial Space, Japan
model: Base
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Commercial Space, Japan
model: Base
(Featuring: Square Fire Screen S530) 

This multi-function table gives you the best of 
both worlds – a coffee table combined with an 
environmentally-friendly fire pit.
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The Grounds, Alexandria
model: stix

Stix consists of varying-sized tubular stainless steel 
‘sticks’, creating a visually striking and practical fire 
for indoor and alfresco environments.
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allegro Hotel, Chicago USA
model: stix x 3

Drama, glamour, music and movement – these are 
just some of the theatrical elements the award-
winning Simeone Deary Design group captured in 
their re-design of the boutique allegro hotel in the 
heart of downtown Chicago.

“ The EcoSmart Stix fires 
are very visually effective 
on their own, but they are 
even more so when placed 
together in a group.”

 reBecca otto 
SIMEoNE DEaRY DESIgN gRouP

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Stilhof Showroom, Germany
model: stix  

Creating a cosy living space to showcase  
the design benefits of the EcoSmart Stix is the 
premise behind the Stilhof Showroom in Munich.

Private Residence, Japan
model: stix

What looks like stacked campfire sticks is actually a 
sophisticated piece of fire furniture.
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New American Home, USA
model: stix x 2

Making a distinctive architectural statement can be 
as simple as adding a freestanding fire.
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Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Commercial Space, Japan
model: cyl

With an aB3 ethanol burner at its core, Cyl delivers 
up to 11 hours of burning time - perfect for  
illuminating an event or just enhancing the ambiance.
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Private Residence, Japan
Model: Wharf

Blending the simplicity of an outdoor fire pit with 
the functionality of a standalone table, EcoSmart’s 
Wharf fire table adds style and practicality to any 
architectural environment.
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Private Residence, Japan
Model: Wharf

Ideal for courtyards, patios, pool decks and terraces, 
Wharf’s all-weather, earthy design evokes the 
atmosphere of an open flame minus the by-products 
associated with a wood-burning fireplace. 
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Private Residence, Japan
model: mini t

Small in stature at just 462mm [18in] high, the 
freestanding, portable Mini T is the robust solution for 
illuminating spaces and creating warmth and ambience.
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Kimbermodern hotel, austin texas usa 
model: mini t

EcoSmart’s signature clean lines perfectly 
complement the design style of this outdoor bar, 
with Mini T fires providing a chic enhancement 
to the contemporary aesthetics.

Private residence, sydney australia 
model: mini t x 2

EcoSmart’s Mini T is a stainless steel and glass 
fire feature perfect for outdoor entertaining, used 
either as accents for garden landscapes or as 
functional lighting along pathways and step areas.
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Private Residence, Japan
Model: Tower

Standing elegantly at just under one metre, Tower 
creates an instant talking point when entertaining 
outdoors. 360º height-adjustable articulating feet 
help you achieve a perfectly level and stable position 
before operating.
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Commercial Space, Japan
Model: Lighthouse Series

grouping fire features of differing heights add a sculptural 
element to outdoor spaces, and creates a stunning 
entrance for restaurant guests and bar patrons.
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Private residence, sydney australia
Model: Lighthouse Series

as the name evokes, EcoSmart’s lighthouse Series 
provides a clear and commanding light – perfect 
for illuminating outdoor areas and providing an 
impressive focal point for any alfresco location.
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Commercial Space, Japan
Model: Lighthouse 150 x 3

Made with weatherproof materials including toughened 
glass and classic concrete composite, EcoSmart’s 
lighthouse fire furniture features an efficient aB3 
ethanol burner, which burns for up to 11 hours.
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Private residence, usa
model: ayre

The shallow dish that surrounds ayre’s low profile 
EcoSmart burner can be filled with decorative stones 
or other fire-rated materials.
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Okinawa Resort, Japan
model: ayre
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Private residence, usa
model: ayre

Fashioned from handcrafted concrete composite, the 
ayre outdoor fire has the strength and durability of 
traditional cement at only a fraction of the weight.
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Chelsea Flower Show, UK
Model: Glow

EcoSmart Fire’s signature clean lines are designed 
to fit within a modern architectural space, while 
enhancing the contemporary aesthetics of today’s 
living environments. 
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Private Residence, Japan
Model: Glow (featuring Cyl)

Sitting side by side in this outdoor patio the 
large glow and small Cyl models are a great 
combination. The absence of restrictive cables 
or gas connections means these full portable 
models can be enjoyed virtually anywhere.

Private Residence, Japan
Model: Glow

Elegantly understated and able to fit into 
a variety of settings, glow’s soft curves 
and industrial materials create a modern 
centrepiece for outdoor entertaining.
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The Grounds, Sydney Australia
Models: MIX Fire Bowls

MIX’s simple, elegant shape combined with entrancing flame 
delivers generous amounts of warmth and ambience.
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New American Home, USA
model: miX 850

The elements of fire and earth create a simple 
yet captivating atmosphere.
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Private Residence, Japan
model: ark
(Featuring: Round Fire Screen R650) 

a curvaceous conversation pit that brings 
friendship and fire together in one slick mix.
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Commercial Space, Japan
model: ark x 3

With a wide lip to perch a drink on, and an 
unobtrusive shape that suits all types of décors 
and settings, EcoSmart’s ark fire furniture creates 
an instant gathering space.
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Wall
Features

FreestanDing
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Commercial Space, Japan
model: igloo
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Private residence, Western australia
model: aspect

Quiet, clean, warm and intriguing - EcoSmart Fire 
makes for the perfect house guest.  
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Private client, Western australia
model: aspect

Perfectly complementing modern 
architectural design.

Private Residence, Japan 
model: aspect

Clean lines define aspect’s simple and 
stylish rectangular-shaped fireplace, with 
a clear focus on enhancing the minimalist 
decor and earthy tones.

Private residence, usa 
model: aspect

Powered by clean burning e-NRg bioethanol 
fuel, EcoSmart’s indoor fire solutions provide 
a beautifully vibrant orange flame that’s free 
from the mess and soot associated with 
traditional fireplaces.
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Private client, Western australia
model: aspect

Perfectly complementing modern 
architectural design.
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Merkmal Showroom, Japan 
model: cube

The classically shaped Cube fireplace 
fits effortlessly into a range of 
architectural environments adding 
instant warmth and ambiance.
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milan Fair 2008, italy
model: cube

Bespoke Swarovski crystal-embellished fireplace takes 
pride of place within various settings at Milan Fair.

Private Residence, Japan
model: cube

custom upholstered in leather the Cube is 
transformed in this residential home.
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Private client, Western australia
model: aspect

Perfectly complementing modern 
architectural design.
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Private residence, seattle usa 
model: Fusion

ecosmart fire brings an organic element to spaces 
dominated by man-made materials such as concrete, 
glass, plastic and stainless steel. 
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Private Residence, Japan
model: Fusion

Fusion’s geometric design creates a striking 
centrepiece in this Japanese home while its see-
through effect makes it a functional focal point 
between room elements.
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Private Residence, Japan 
Model: Ghost
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Private Residence, Japan 
Model: Ghost
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Private Residence, Japan 
Model: Ghost

The EcoSmart ghost is designed 
with a futuristic appeal to enhance 
contemporary décors.
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Private Residence, Japan
Model: Ghost

No need for cabling, gas connecting, chimneys 
or flues provides creative freedom for 
homeowners and interior designers. 

Private Residence, Japan
Model: Ghost

glass surrounds create a disappearing effect 
when EcoSmart’s ghost fireplace is placed in 
front of windows, doors and feature walls.
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New American Home, USA
Model: Ghost

The reflective glass panels of EcoSmart’s ghost 
fireplace provides 360-degree views of the 
dancing flame.

“ Fire was incorporated 
in the interior to add 
prominence and warmth 
to the contemporary 
design. This created a 
focal point while creating 
a more welcoming space.”

 lyndsay Janseen  
Blue heron interior desiGn

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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lumiere, sydney australia
model: igloo

made entirely of glass and stainless steel, 
EcoSmart’s Igloo fire feature is a sleek and 
modern update to the traditional fireplace.
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Private residence, sydney australia
model: igloo

Renowned australian builder and designer luigi 
Preziuso explains why he chose an EcoSmart Fire to 
heat his own home on Sydney’s Northern Beaches.

“ For our home the 
particular design 
constraints did not allow 
for a flued fireplace 
system. [The EcoSmart 
Fire] was the perfect 
complement to my vision.”

 

 luIgI PREzIuSo, 
BDa BuIlDINg SoluTIoNS, auSTRalIa

Read more about this case study at 
ecosmartfire.com
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Commercial Space, Japan
model: igloo

Private Residence, Japan
model: igloo

Taking fire design to new heights. The Igloo works 
perfectly with this dazzling city skyline.
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milan Fair 2008, milan italy
model: vision

Setting the scene with style at the famed Milan 
furniture fair.
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Cottage Lösch für Freunde, Germany
model: vision

contemporary elegance within the music room 
of a boutique german hotel.
Photo: © lösch für Freunde

Merkmal Showroom, Japan
model: vision

one of EcoSmart’s bigger models, Vision is 
a fantastic portable fireplace for large-scale 
residential and commercial spaces.
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Private residence, sydney australia
model: vision

like all EcoSmart models, environmentally 
friendly e-NRg bioethanol powers this 
contemporary fireplace feature.

Private residence, australia
model: vision

EcoSmart’s double-sided fireplace designs 
create a small and subtle room partition, giving 
homeowners the flexibility to relocate them 
when they redecorate.
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Private Residence, Japan
model: vision

The Vision, custom upholstered in leather, 
perfectly complements the views from this 
high rise apartment.
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Private client, Western australia
model: aspect

Perfectly complementing modern 
architectural design.

Commercial Space, Japan
model: oxygen (featuring optional Stone Base)

Epitomising elegance and modernity, EcoSmart’s 
oxygen designer fireplace combines smooth 
stainless steel with a low-line Caesarstone® shelf. 
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screens & 
accessories

oPtional
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The C Fire, Australia
Accessories: Twin Feet Fixings & Custom Fireplace
model: BK5
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2015 Melbourne International Flower 
& Garden Show, Melbourne Australia
Accessory: Twin Feet Fixings
Burner: Xl900  

used to stabilise the flame in windy conditions 
and add further safety and comfort, EcoSmart’s 
Firescreen accessories are made with toughened 
glass, stainless steel fittings and frosted 
polycarbonate connectors. 

Commercial Space, Japan
accessories: Plasma Fire screen & stone Base
model: oxygen

Featuring elegant circular handles and classic 
stainless steel feet, the Plasma Fire Screen provides 
additional safety and stability to your ecosmart 
fireplace.
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accessory: Decorative steel logs
model: FleX68DB.BX1

Made from stainless steel with a patina finish, add a 
finishing touch to your installation with these stunning 
decorative logs. available in Brass or Copper.

Commercial Space, Japan
Accessory: Ghost Fire Screen
Model: Ghost

The ghost Fire Screen attaches seamlessly to 
the front face of the ghost Portable Fireplace. 
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Commercial Space, Japan
Accessories: Station (left), Base with Fire Screen (middle) & Grid (right)

Showcasing the broad spectrum of accessories available, this setting 
features side table, coffee table and wind screens that perfectly complement 
EcoSmart’s fire designs.
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The C Fire, Australia
Accessories: Twin Feet Fixings & Custom Fireplace
model: BK5

available in a variety of shapes and sizes, EcoSmart’s 
stylish Fire Screens reduce fuel consumption by 
minimising the impact of wind on the flame. 
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Moama Bowling Club, Australia
accessory: loft 8
model: aB8 

The sumptuous setting in this popular community 
hotspot is complemented by EcoSmart’s stainless 
steel indoor fire feature, which works beautifully 
with the circular conversation pit.
(Image indicative only)

Merkmal Showroom, Japan
accessory: loft 3
model: aB3

This minimalist table top installation was achieved 
through the use of a Top Tray, which provides a 
compulsory barrier between the burner itself and 
the timber of the table. The loft Fire Screen adds 
to the reflective beauty of the flame at the same 
time as enhancing flame stability.
(Image indicative only)
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WhY
e-nrg
Fuel?

Achieving a beautiful, vibrant flame in your ethanol 
fireplace is easy when you use the right fuel.

Bioethanol is pure alcohol. The combustion of bioethanol 
is clean, which makes it an efficient and effective source 
of heat because there is no soot, ash or harmful emissions 
that need to be extracted through a flue - meaning all the 
heat stays in your room.

Specifically packaged and labelled for use in liquid ethanol 
fireplaces, e-NRg Bioethanol is formulated with the perfect 
blend of ingredients to give you a brilliant orange flame in 
your flue-less fireplace.

Fire up your bioethanol fire with the highest quality, 
cleanest burning bioethanol available, visit e-nrg.com

Packaged to Perform
e-NRg offers the safest and most efficient fueling process on the 
market.

clean Burning
e-NRg produces no harmful emissions 
- just heat, steam and carbon dioxide, 
which is reabsorbed by plants.

Fast Refilling
e-NRg bottles pour 8 times faster than 
the competition.

Flame arrester
The bottles are fitted with a flame 
arrester for safe refilling.

e-nrG is supported by an operational 
procedure to ensure it’s used in the 
safest way.

   |  265e-nrG.com
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FluiD™ 
concrete
technologY

liGhtweiGhtstain resistant uv resistant custom finish duraBle surface

timeless Pieces from ecosmart Fire

EcoSmart fire features are synonymous with quality, 
substance and enduring style and now those same 
qualities can be applied to our extensive concrete 
collection.

Incredibly strong yet relatively lightweight, EcoSmart’s 
concrete products incorporate revolutionary Fluid™ 
Concrete Technology, which is eight times the tensile 
strength of common Portland concrete. Fluid features 
a stain and impact-resistant barrier that protects the 
concrete from environmental weathering – even under 
extreme conditions and long uV exposure.

Fluid’s customised curing process allows each 
EcoSmart piece to rest and set in quality controlled 
conditions, producing a consistently beautiful indoor 
and outdoor collection of designer concrete that last 
longer than traditional composites. 

Visit fluidconcrete.com

   |  267fluidconcrete.com
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EcoSmart Fire is represented by an extensive network 
of distributors, resellers and agents around the world. If 
you can’t find who you are looking for, or someone close 
to you, contact EcoSmart Fire head office and we will 
personally assist you with your enquiry.

Head Office
Showrooms 3 & 4, 40-42 o’Riordan Street
alexandria NSW 2015 australia
t: +61 2 9997 3050
E: info@ecosmartfire.com

ECoSMaRT FIRE IS DESIgNED aND MaNuFaCTuRED BY ThE FIRE CoMPaNY.

visit ecosmartfire.com

interested in representing or retailing ecosmart fire in your country? 
Contact your local distributor or our head office today.
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